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Net flow of electrolyte induced by a traveling-wave electric potential applied to an array of
microelectrodes is reported. Two fluid flow regimes have been observed: at small-voltage
amplitudes the fluid flow follows the direction of the traveling wave, and at higher-voltage
amplitudes the fluid flow is reversed. In both cases, the flow seems to be driven at the level of the
electrodes. The experiments have been analyzed with a linear electroosmotic model based upon the
Debye–Huckel theory of the double layer. The electrical problem for the experimental interdigitated
electrode array is solved numerically using a truncated Fourier series. The observations at low
voltages are in qualitative accordance with the electroosmotic model. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1873034g

I. INTRODUCTION

The precise control of small masses of liquids is an im-
portant requirement in the development of “lab-on-a-chip”
devices or micrototal analysis systemssmTASd.1,2 Many
techniques have been developed to pump liquids in microde-
vices, including micromechanical methods,3 electroosmosis,4

electrowetting,5 thermocapillary pumping,6 electrohydrody-
namicsEHDd pumping,7 and ac electroosmosis.8 In the latter,
electrolytic solutions are pumped using asymmetric pairs of
microelectrodes subjected to a low potential ac signal of the
order of kilohertz. The physical mechanism that causes the
electrolyte to move in ac electroosmosis is as follows. If the
ac electric field is nonuniform, the component of the ac field
normal to the electrode surface induces charge in the double
layer, while the tangential component produces a body force
on the induced charge, thus moving the fluid.9–14 The gener-
ated velocity field has a steady-state component which is
observed experimentally. Each asymmetric pair of electrodes
produces a nonsymmetric local flow that eventually gener-
ates a global flow in the direction of broken symmetry.8,10,15

Instead of using an asymmetric array and a single-phase ac
signal, it is possible to use a traveling-wave signal applied to
a symmetric array of electrodes.10,16,17 Contrary to EHD
pumping,7 which also employs a traveling-wave signal,
traveling-wave electroosmoticsTWEOd pumping occurs be-
cause of electrical forces on the induced charge in the diffuse
double layer, while EHD pumping occurs because of electri-

cal forces on induced charges that appear in the liquid bulk
due to gradients of conductivity and permittivity.18,19 In this
paper we present some experimental observations of fluid
pumping above an electrode array subjected to a traveling-
wave signal, and a theoretical, linear study of the TWEO
pumping mechanism for such array.

The traveling-wave electrode array is also used to induce
dielectrophoretic motion of particlesstraveling-wave
dielectrophoresis.20–23d The mechanism responsible for par-
ticle motion can therefore on occasion be ambiguous. The
analysis presented in this paper will aid in discriminating
between particle motion induced by dielectrophoresis and
particle motion due to fluid flow in traveling-wave-
dielectrophoretic experiments.

The mechanism responsible for the fluid pumping at low
voltages is as follows. Above the electrode array there is an
electrolyte, such as KCl, with conductivitys and permittiv-
ity «. At the interfaces between the metal and electrolyte, and
glass and electrolyte, double layers are formed. The charac-
teristic thickness of a double layer is given by the Debye
length,lD, which is much smaller than typical electrode di-
mensions. A traveling-wave potential is applied to the elec-
trodes as shown in Fig. 1. Ions accumulate in the double
layer in response to the applied signal. Due to the finite time
during which the double layer is charged, a delay exists be-
tween the time of maximum-induced charge and the maxi-
mum applied signal. The electric field acts on the charge
pulling the fluid in the direction of the traveling wave. The
charging of the double layer is analogous to the charging of
a capacitorsthe double layerd through a resistorsthe ohmic
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liquidd.9,11–13 The charging time is therefore of order oftc

=s« /sds, /lDd, where, is a typical length of the system and
« /lD is the surface capacitance of the double layer. When the
frequency of the applied signal is lowvtc!1, most of the
applied voltage is dropped across the double layer, and the
tangential electric field is small. Conversely, when the fre-
quency is highvtc@1, most of the applied voltage is
dropped across the bulk electrolyte and the charge induced in
the double layer is small. The frequency of maximum veloc-
ity is, therefore, of the order ofvc,1/tc, which is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the charge relaxation fre-
quencys /«. Fluid flow due to ac electroosmosis is observed
in the region of this characteristic frequencyvc.

8,9,11,13

Ehrlich and Melcher studied theoretically the fluid mo-
tion induced by traveling wave in a semi-insulating bipolar
liquid.16 As in the present work, they took into account the
charge induced in the double layer. For small field excita-
tions, they obtained as the characteristic frequency of maxi-
mum velocity v,s /«. However, they analyzed a system
with a thick dielectric layer between the electrodes and the
liquid, which is different from the system presented in this
paper where the electrodes and the electrolyte are in contact.
In the process of finalizing this manuscript, a paper on elec-
troosmotic flows driven by traveling electric fields has
appeared.17 These authors studied a traveling-wave device
with a dielectric layer between the electrodes and the elec-
trolyte, and obtained experimental frequencies of the order of
s /«, as in the case studied by Ehrlich and Melcher. Their
theoretical, linear analysis employs a single Fourier mode to
describe the electrical potential at any frequency. Here we
will present a Fourier series analysis in order to deal with the
electrical boundary conditions, that is valid at frequencies
v!s /«.

In this paper we present experimental observations of
unidirectional fluid flow due to the traveling electric field.
We then describe a theoretical, linear analysis of traveling-
wave electroosmosis and compare this theory with the ex-
perimental results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF FLUID MOTION

Observations of fluid motion were made on an array of
N=20 interdigitated microelectrodes fabricated on a planar
glass slide using photolithography. The microelectrodes were
made from a metal trilayer of 10-nm titanium, 100-nm gold,
and 20-nm titanium. The purpose of the top layer of titanium

was to reduce the effects of corrosion at low frequencies. The
array consisted of 20-mm-wide electrodes separated by
20-mm gaps. A diagram of the system used to generate the
fluid flow is shown in Fig. 2.

The electrodes were connected to an ac voltage of angu-
lar frequencyv and amplitudeV0, i.e., Vstd=V0 cosvt. The
voltage on consecutive electrodes was phase shifted by 90°,
so that the traveling wave had a wavelengthL=160mm. A
square glass chamber was constructed around the electrode
array and filled with electrolyte. The electrode/electrolyte
system could be observed both from above and from the
side. A microscope objective and camera were pointed hori-
zontally along the electrodes, so that the electrodes could be
imaged in cross section.13 A solution of KCl in water of
conductivity 2 mS/m was used for the electrolytic solution.
The voltage amplitudeV0 ranged from 0 to 3 V, and the
frequency f =v /2p from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. Electrolysis
was not observed at the electrodes because the capping layer
of titanium forms a very thin insulating oxide layer. Fluores-
cent latex particles of 557 nm in diameter were used as trac-
ers to observe the fluid flow. The movement of the particles
was recorded on video and transferred to a computer.

After applying the traveling-wave voltage to the micro-
electrode array, the fluid moved across the electrode array as
shown by the composite image of particle tracks in Fig. 3. It
was observed that the fluid flow was driven at the electrode

FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the physical mechanism of traveling-wave
electroosmosis

FIG. 2. Diagram showing the experimental arrangement of an electrode
array used for traveling-wave electroosmosis.

FIG. 3. Superimposed successive video frames showing the experimental
streamlines for the caseV0=1.2 V andf =1 kHz.
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surface, with highest velocities observed close to the elec-
trode. ForV0,2 V, a net flow was observed which was in
the direction of the traveling wave, to the left in Fig. 3, as
expected by the qualitative picture of TWEO described in the
introduction. Because the chamber is closed at the right and
left ends, the fluid recirculates, going from left to right at the
top. Some small flow recirculation was also observed at the
front and rear walls. In order to determine if the particle
movement was indeed due to fluid flow, the expected dielec-
trophoretic velocity was calculated. For particles of 557 nm
in diameter in this array, the horizontal dielectrophoretic ve-
locity was estimated to be less than 0.5mm/s atV0=2 V and
at heights greater than 20mm.21,22 Therefore, the effect of
dielectrophoresis on particle behavior can be neglected, ex-
cept very close to the electrode edges, where positive dielec-
trophoresis can become important.

For the images shown in Fig. 3, the frequency and volt-
age amplitude of the applied signal were 1 kHz and 1.2 V,
respectively. At a height of 30mm from the surface, veloci-
ties of approximately 30mm/s were observed. Latex par-
ticles were seen to accumulate at the left edge of each elec-
trode, probably due to dielectrophoresis.

Figure 4 is a plot of the fluid velocity for different ap-
plied frequencies, for a height of approximately 64mm, and
a voltage amplitude of 1 V. The figure shows that the fluid
flow occurs in a frequency window centered at approxi-
mately 2 kHz. As expected from ac electroosmosis, this fre-
quency is much smaller than the charge relaxation frequency
s /2p« s.0.5 MHz for the conductivity used in the experi-
mentsd. The characteristic frequency of ac electroosmosis
fc=vc/2p,680 Hzs,=20 mmd is of the order of the ob-
served frequency 2 kHz for maximum velocity.

The fluid velocity was also measured at three different
heightss29, 42, and 54mmd as a function of voltage, and this
is shown in Fig. 5. The frequency of the applied signal was
1 kHz. The estimated averaged velocity at the level of the
electrodes is also shown. This was estimated by assuming the
velocity profile to be parabolicsas a function of heightd, and

extrapolating back to the level of the electrodess0 mmd. The
measured velocities can be approximated to a parabolic pro-
file by setting the velocity to zero ath=97 mm due to the
recirculating flow and ath=219mm due to the nonslip con-
dition at the upper wall. Theoretically, a parabolic function is
obtained from the Stokes equation with no volumetric force
and assuming a unidirectional flow. Although there is scatter
in the data, this is not significant, and saturation is observed
above a voltage amplitude ofV0=1 V.

For voltage amplitudesV0ù2 V and at 1 kHz, the fluid
flow changed direction, a phenomenon that is not expected
from our understanding of ac electroosmosis. The observed
recirculation of the tracking particles was an indication of
fluid motion. Figure 6 shows the velocity of the fluid as a
function of height in the channel at three different voltages
for a frequency of 1 kHz. It can be seen that the velocity is
nearly zero at the midpoint of the channel for the lower volt-
agess1.2 and 1.4 Vd, but that the change in behavior at 2.4 V
is noticeable, both in terms of the flow direction and the large
jump in fluid velocity, particularly close to the electrodes. In
this case, the velocities at a height of 20mm above the elec-
trodes were around 150mm/s for a voltage amplitude of 2.4
V and frequency of 1 kHz. In general, higher voltages were

FIG. 4. Measured velocity as a function of frequency forV0=1 V and at a
height of 65mm from the electrodes.

FIG. 5. Measured velocity as a function of voltage atf =1 kHz for three
different heights, and estimated velocity at the level of the electrodes.

FIG. 6. Measured velocity as a function of height for three different voltage
amplitudes andf =1 kHz.
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required in order to observe this kind of reversal flow at
higher frequencies. These voltages are too low to ascribe the
flow to the electrothermal mechanism for this conductivity.19

Reversal of the fluid direction was also observed above a
similar threshold voltage when gold electrodes were used.
Reversals of fluid flow with increasing voltage have also
been observed using arrays of asymmetric pairs of
electrodes,24,25which could be related to our observations for
traveling-wave arrays. Although the effect is reproducible,
the origin of this phenomenon is not clear. The numerical
solutions given by Ehrlich and Melcher16 showed some cases
of reversed pumping, although at angular frequencies of the
order of s /«, much higher than in our experiments. Their
numerical and analytical studies always indicated forward
pumping at frequenciesv« /s!1. At voltages much greater
than the thermal voltagekBT/e, concentration polarization
should become important and lateral concentration gradients
could produce diffusio-osmosis.26,27 Also, Faradaic charge
injection from the electrodes to the electrolyte could be pos-
sible without observable electrolysis. Washabaughet al.28

observed forward and backward pumping of semi-insulating
liquids pumped by a traveling-wave potential. They assumed
that charge injection was responsible for the fluid motion. As
the charge is injected, the sign of the charge layer close to the
electrodes could change and, therefore, the direction of elec-
trical force and slip velocity. However, their liquids are quite
different to ours. For semi-insulating liquids, the applied
electric field is usually much greater than the typical electric
field in the double layerkBT/elD. For our system this elec-
tric field would be around 106 V/m, greater than typical ap-
plied field required for reverse pumping, which is of the
order of 105 V/m s2 V/20 mmd. Very recently, fluid flow of
electrolyte subjected to ac voltages with velocities of the
order of 1 mm/s has been reported,29 and the mechanism
responsible for the fluid flow has been ascribed to Faradaic
charging. Although, the electrode geometry is quite different
to the traveling-wave array, the underlying mechanism could
be the same.

III. THE LINEAR ELECTROKINETIC PROBLEM

Linear electrokinetic theory was used to study the sys-
tem shown in Fig. 2. As shown in the figure, the system is
modeled as an insulating substratesglassd onto which an in-
finite periodic array of microelectrodes is fabricated. The
electrodes are considered to be infinitely long and thin with
width d1 and spacingd2. Four ac signals of the same ampli-
tudeV0 and angular frequencyv, and relative phases 0°, 90°,
180°, and 270° are applied to the array, so that the voltage
applied to consecutive electrodes is phase shifted by 90°. The
spatial period of the system isL=4d1+4d2. A symmetrical
electrolyte, such as KCl, is placed on top of the array. In
most cases, the Debye lengthlD is of the order of 10 nm and
is negligibly small compared to the other lengths in the sys-
tem, which are of the order of 10mm. To a first approxima-
tion we assume that the voltage applied to the electrodes is
low enough such that electrolysis of the electrolyte does not
occur. If the frequency of the applied signal is also low
enough, i.e.,v!s /«, the double layer can be assumed to be

in quasiequilibrium.30 Under these conditions the bulk elec-
trolyte behaves in a resistive manner and the double layer
considered to be an ideal capacitor. Therefore, the electrical
potential in the bulk electrolyte satisfies Laplace’s equation

¹2F = 0. s1d

The boundary condition on the electrode surface describes
the charging of the double layer due to the current in the
bulk, ]qs/]t=−sEy, with qs the charge per unit area in the
double layer. For sufficiently low voltage across the diffuse
layersDF,kBT/ed, there is a linear relationship between the
surface charge and the voltage drop across the double layer.
In this case, the surface charge conservation equation can be
written using phasors as

s
]F

]y
= ivCDLsF − Vjd, s2d

wherei =Î−1, CDL is the capacitance per unit of area of the
whole double layersdiffuse plus compact or Stern layersd, F
is the potential just outside the double layer, andVj is the
potential applied to electrodej . At the interface between the
electrolyte and the glass a similar boundary condition holds.
For frequenciesv!s /«, this boundary condition can be
simplified to13,15

]F

]y
= 0 . s3d

In defining both boundary conditions we have implicitly ig-
nored any lateral conduction current along the double layer.
Also, any current due to convection in the system has been
neglected. The boundary condition aty→` is the potential
tends to zero.

Once the electric potential has been solved, the elec-
troosmotic fluid velocity at the surface of the electrodes can
be calculated. For diffuse double layers in quasiequilibrium
on perfectly polarizable metal surfaces, the electroosmotic
slip velocity is given by the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski
formula,13,31

u =
«DF

h
Ex . s4d

Here h is the viscosity of the fluid,DF=F−F0 is the po-
tential drop across the diffuse double layersF0 is the poten-
tial at the nonslip planed, and Ex is the tangential electric
field outside the double layer. For our problem, bothDF and
Ex are oscillating functions of time, of frequencyv. The
time-averaged slip fluid velocity at the interface between the
double layer and the bulk is12,13

kul = −
«

4h
L

]

]x
fsF − VjdsF − Vjd*g, s5d

wherep indicates complex conjugate andL is the ratio of the
diffuse double-layer voltage to the total double-layer voltage.
The parameterL is given byL=Cs/ sCs+Cdd, whereCd and
Cs are the capacitances of the diffuse and Stern or compact
layers, respectively. For the glass/electrolyte interface, an es-
timate of the potential drop across the diffuse double layer
shows that this is negligibly small and, from Eq.s4d, the
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electroosmotic velocity on the glass is negligible.15

To obtain the bulk velocity, the Navier–Stokes equations
are solved in the limit of small Reynolds number, usually
very small in microsystems. In the steady state, and in the
absence of externally applied body forces, the equations re-
duce to

h¹2u − ¹ p = 0, ¹ u = 0, s6d

wherep is the pressure andu the velocity,u=uex+vey. The
boundary conditions for these equations aty=0 are

sad the tangential velocity is equal to the slip velocity on
the electrodes, given by Eq.s5d;

sbd the tangential velocity is zero at the glass;
scd the normal velocity is zero for anyx at y=0 selectrodes

and glassd.

Far from the electrodes in the normal direction, the fluid can
be considered to be free of stress,]u/]y=0 andv=0. Given
the periodicity of the electrode array we look for periodic
solutions in thex direction.

The velocity field can be obtained from an integration of
the slip velocity calculated from the electrical problem.15 De-
fining the stream functionC by the pair of derivatives
]C /]y=u and]C /]x=−v, the functionC that is solution of
the Stokes problem in the bulk and satisfies the above-
mentioned boundary conditions can be written as15

C =
1

L
E

0

L

dx8 usx8,0d
y sinhsk0yd

coshsk0yd − cosfk0sx − x8dg
, s7d

whereusx8 ,0d is the slip velocity calculated from the elec-
trical problem andk0=2p /L. If a net fluid flow occurs, the
velocity tends tou=Uex for y→`, whereU is a constant.
This condition presumes that the upper boundary of any ac-
tual device is very much higher than the wavelength of the
problem. The value of the pumping velocityU is equal to the
average value of the slip velocity over a wavelength, i.e.,
U=s1/Lde0

Lu dx. This equality can be seen, for instance,
from expressions7d taking the leading terms whenk0y@1.

IV. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

A. Single potential wave

We first present the analysis for the case of a single
potential wave which is simpler than the potential wave for
the four-phase electrode array. If the potential applied at the
level of the electrodes is approximated by a single potential
wave of angular frequencyv and wave numberk0=2p /L, of
the form V0e

isvt−k0xd, the solution for the electrical potential
in the bulk is of the formF=Ae−k0yeisvt−k0xd. Applying the
charge conservation boundary condition aty=0

s
]F

]y
= ivCDLsF − V0e

− ik0xd, s8d

we obtain

A =
iVV0

1 + iV
, s9d

where V=vCDL / ssk0d. The generated electroosmotic slip
velocity is

u = −
«

2h
ReFDF

]F*

]x
G = L

«k0V0
2

2h

V

1 + V2 . s10d

The velocityu is independent of the coordinatex, then the
pumping velocityU=u. The maximum velocity as a function
of frequency is obtained forV=1 and is

U = L
«k0V0

2

4h
. s11d

Equation s10d is in complete agreement with the velocity
expression for low frequencies given in Ref. 17.

Ehrlich and Melcher studied traveling-wave-induced
motion in a bipolar semi-insulating liquid theoretically.16

Their model described the generation and recombination of
bipolar carriers. Unlike our case, their system had a thick
dielectric solid, which acted as a conduit wall, between the
electrodes and the liquid. They studied the case of a pure
traveling wave at different ranges of electric-field amplitude
and signal frequencies. For small field amplitudes, they ob-
tained a maximum velocity of 0.2«E0

2lD /h for a frequency
v=s /«. HereE0 is the normal electric field inside the double
layer at the nonslip plane. This frequency of maximum ve-
locity is much higher than for our case,v=sk0/CDL

,k0lDs /«. Analyzing their expression of the slip velocity
for small field and low frequencysv!s /«d

u =
«E0

2lD

2h

v«

s
, s12d

we can reconcile their results with ours. In this expression,
E0 is independent of frequency. However, if the electrodes
are in contact with the electrolytesor separated by a very thin
insulator, e.g., oxide layer as for Ti electrodesd then the field
is a function of frequency. In this case, the charging time of
the double layertc=«L /slD becomes crucial, as explained
in the Introduction. The voltage across the diffuse double
layer and, therefore, the field inside the double layerE0 are
maximum at vtc!1, and decrease with increasing fre-
quency. EquatingE0

2 to uDFu2/lD
2 in Eq. s12d, and taking into

account the frequency dependency ofDF, we recover the
slip velocity expressions10d.

Equations11d indicates that the maximum slip velocity
decreases as the thickness of the dielectric layer increases,
through the scaling factorL. With a thick dielectric conduit,
as in the case studied by Ehrlich and Melcher, the slip veloc-
ity becomes inversely proportional to the thickness of the
dielectric layer. Therefore, larger voltages are needed to pro-
duce fluid velocities of the same order of those obtained
working with electrodes in contact with the electrolyte.

B. The traveling-wave array

The electrical potential for the four-phase traveling-wave
electrode array can be solved numerically using Fourier se-
ries. The electrical potential can be written asF=F1+F2,
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whereF1 is the solution for a problem with boundary con-
ditions as shown in Fig. 7sad andF2 as shown in Fig. 7sbd.
Furthermore, the boundary conditions forF2 are those for
F1 shifted a distancesd1+d2d with V0 changed to −iV0.
Therefore,F2 can be written as

F2sx,yd = − iF1fx − sd1 + d2d,yg . s13d

For F1, x=0 is a line of even symmetry, i.e.,]F1/]x
=0, while x=d1+d2=L /4 is a line of odd symmetry, i.e.,
F1=0. Taking these into account, the general form ofF1

using Fourier series is

F1 = o
n=0

`

An cossknxde−kny , s14d

with kn=s2n+1d2p /L. The boundary conditions aty=0 for
F1 impose

− o
n=0

`

knAn cossknxd = − iKV0 + iKo
n=0

`

An cossknxd

0 , x , d1/2, s15d

− o
n=0

`

knAn cossknxd = 0 d1/2 , x , d1/2 + d2, s16d

− o
n=0

`

knAn cossknxd = iKo
n=0

`

An cossknxd

d1/2 + d2 , x , d1 + d2, s17d

whereK=CDLv /s. Multiplying the Fourier representation of
]F1/]y by cosskmxd and integrating in the interval from 0 to
d1+d2 we arrive at

− kmdAm = − iKV0cm + iKo
n=0

`

Anamn, s18d

whered=sd1+d2d /2 and

cm =E
0

d1/2

cosskmxd dx, s19d

amn= dmnd −E
d1/2

d1/2+d2

cossknxdcosskmxd dx . s20d

We solve the linear systems18d numerically by truncating
the series.

The potential of the original problem is

F = F1sx,yd − iF1fx − sd1 + d2d,yg

= o
n=0

`

Anhcossknxd − i cosfknsx − 2ddgje−kny,

= o
n=0

`

Anfcossknxd − is− 1dn sinsknxdge−kny

= o
n=0

`

Ane
−knye− iknxs− 1dn . s21d

The potential is the superposition of waves propagating al-
ternately in the positive or negativex direction depending on
whethern is even or odd, respectively. From the potential,
the electroosmotic slip velocity can be calculated and there-
fore the average velocity in a wavelength, the pumping ve-
locity U. Because of the symmetry the average velocity on
each electrode should be equal,

U =
1

L
E

0

L

udx=
4

L
E

−d1/2

d1/2

u dx

= L
«

Lh
suF − V0ux=−d1/2

2 − uF − V0ux=d1/2
2 d . s22d

Another expression can be obtained from Eq.s2d

u = −
«

2h
ReFDF

]F*

]x
G = L

«

2h
ReF is

vCDL

]F

]y

]F*

]x
G .

s23d

This last expression is also valid on the gaps between elec-
trodes, where]F /]y=0 andu=0. The pumping velocity is,
therefore,

U = L
«

2hL
ReF is

vCDL
E

0

L ]F

]y

]F*

]x
dxG . s24d

Taking into account the Fourier expression of the potential

U = L
«

2h

s

vCDL
o
n=0

`

s− 1dnkn
2uAnu2 . s25d

Sometimes in experiments, the traveling wave is gener-
ated using square-wave signals applied to the electrodes in-
stead of sinusoidal signals.7,17We extend the present analysis
to traveling-square-wave signals as follows. In order to com-
pute the slip velocity, the voltage applied to the electrodes
sV0 in a half period and −V0 in the otherd should be written as
a superposition of sinusoidal waves: electrodes 1 and 3 are
subjected to V1=−V3=op=0

` Bp cosfs2p+1dvtg with Bp

=4V0s−1dp/ps2p+1d, while electrodes 2 and 4 are subjected
to V2=−V4=op=0

` Bp8 sinfs2p+1dvtg with Bp8=4V0/ps2p+1d.
As a consequence, the potential in the system is a superpo-
sition of potentials with frequenciesv ,3v ,5v ,s2p+1dv,

FIG. 7. Boundary conditions forF1 andF2.
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i.e., the complex potential isF=op=0
` Fp eis2p+1dvt. It can be

seen that the potentialsFp with p=even are traveling waves
going to the right in Fig. 2 while the potentials withp
=odd go to the left. The time-averaged slip velocity gener-
ated is

u = −
«

h
KDF

]F

]x
L = −

«

2h
o
p=0

`

ReFDFp

]Fp
*

]x
G . s26d

Each term of the series can be computed using the numerical
scheme of the present section, taking into account the corre-
sponding frequencys2p+1dv, voltage amplitude 4V0/ps2p
+1d, and direction of the wave, i.e.,u=op=0

` s−1dpup.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION AT LOW
VOLTAGE

The numerical convergence was verified through mul-
tiple runs of increasing number of functions. The estimated
error is less than 0.1% usingn=64 functions. For the case
d1=d2=d, the maximum pumping velocity as a function of
frequency isU=0.0502L«k0V0

2/h obtained at a frequency
v=1.4492sk0/CDL. A plot of the pumping velocitysin units
of L«k0V0

2/4hd as a function of frequencysin units of
sk0/CDLd is shown in Fig. 8. For comparison, the pumping
velocity obtained from a pure traveling wave, Eq.s10d, and
from a traveling square wave applied to the electrode array is
also presented. The computations show that the maximum
slip velocity in a four-phase microelectrode array withd1

=d2 is around five times smaller than the maximum velocity
obtained by a pure potential traveling wave of voltage am-
plitude V0 and wave numberk0=2p /L. The main reason for
this difference is that the slip velocity is zero on the gaps
between electrodes, the resulting pumping velocity being the
average over a wavelength.

The pumping velocity generated by a four-phase square
wave of maximum voltageV0 shows a maximum pumping
velocity as a function of frequency ofU=0.0762L«k0V0

2/h.
If only the first harmonic of the Fourier series inv is em-
ployed fcurve scd in Fig. 8 multiplied by 16/p2g, the maxi-
mum value is around 7% greater than the one obtained using
the complete Fourier series.

The streamlines generated by the slip velocity, Eq.s7d,
are shown in Fig. 9 for two frequencies:V=VM /5 andV
=5VM, with VM =1.45 the nondimensional frequency of

maximum pumping velocity. In this figure, the traveling
wave goes from right to left in order to compare with experi-
mental streamlines. As the frequency increases the slip ve-
locity is less uniform on top of each electrode. The experi-
mental streamlines show a qualitative agreement with the
computed ones.

These computed streamlines can be compared with those
obtained numerically15 and experimentally32 for asymmetric
pairs of electrodes. The fluid flow for TWEO is more uni-
form, and this can be an advantage in circular chromato-
graphic applications.33 We can also compare the theoretical
slip velocity for TWEO and for ac electroosmosis in asym-
metric electrodes in a representative case. The predicted
pumping velocity for the asymmetric array of Brownet al.8

is given in Ref. 15,U=0.52LV0
2 mm/s. HereV0 is the am-

plitude of the ac voltage applied to each electrode, i.e., the
maximum potential difference between electrodes is 2V0.
The theoretical velocity for a TWEO experiment with an
array of the same wavelengthsL=50 mmd is U
=4.5LV0

2 mm/s. The TWEO velocity is a factor of the order
of 10 greater for the same voltage amplitude and, in conclu-
sion, it suggests that the TWEO is more efficient.

The predicted frequency for maximum velocity in our
experiments isf =776/L Hz. A value ofL,0.4 is needed in
order to obtain the experimental value around 2 kHz. The
existence of a layer of oxide that naturally forms on top of
the titanium can account for this factor. Also, in Ref. 13 we
had a better agreement with experiments if we used a mea-
sured double-layer impedance in boundary conditions2d,
rather than the impedance given by perfect capacitors, i.e.,
1 /sivCDLd.

It is clear that the experimental velocities presented in
Fig. 5 do not show a quadratic dependence on voltage. This
is not completely unexpected since the Debye–Huckel ap-
proximation of the double layerslinear theoryd can only be
used tentatively for voltages across the diffuse layer greater
than the thermal voltageskBT/e=0.025 Vd. For our system,
the linear theory predicts a maximum pumping velocityU
=L 1.38V0

2 mm/s sV0 in voltsd. A factor L,0.05 is needed
to fit the experimental velocities for low voltagessV0

FIG. 8. Pumping velocityU sin units of L«k0V0
2/4hd vs nondimensional

frequencyV in TWEO: sad single mode,sbd square waves applied to elec-
trode array,scd and sinusoidal waves applied to electrode array.

FIG. 9. Streamlines for the cases:sad V=VM /5, sbd V=5VM. Here VM

=1.45, the nondimensional frequency of maximum velocity.
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,0.5 Vd. The oxide layer on top of the titanium electrode
can account in part for the reduction of the experimental
velocities. Other factors that can reduce the maximum
achievable velocity are the three-dimensional nature of the
flow, together with the front window that will increase the
viscous friction.

The traveling wave experiments presented in Ref. 17
show a frequency of maximum velocity of the order ofs /«
because of the existence of an insulating layer between the
electrodes and the electrolyte. Although those results cannot
be analyzed with the present theory, valid forv« /s!1, we
can try to draw some conclusions. Cahillet al. obtained a
quantitative difference between their predicted and experi-
mental velocities. They simulated the imposed voltage as a
pure sinusoidal traveling wave. When we take into account
the actual geometry of our electrode arraysvery thin elec-
trodes separated by gaps, mounted on an insulating glass
substrated, the calculated velocity is around five times
smaller than the one expected from a single mode of fre-
quencyv, wave numberk, and voltage amplitudeV0. Our
results indicate that a quantitative comparison between theo-
retical and experimental slip velocities should take into ac-
count the actual geometry and material properties of the sys-
tem. We would expect the theoretical velocities calculated by
Cahill et al. to be smaller when the actual shape of the elec-
trodes is included in the computations. With respect to the
slip velocity distribution, we would expect that this is much
smaller on the gaps than on the electrodes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Net flow of electrolyte induced by a traveling-wave po-
tential applied to an array of microelectrodes has been re-
ported. The observed flows seem to be driven at the level of
the electrodes. The results have been analyzed with a linear
electroosmotic model based upon the Debye–Huckel theory.
The electrical problem for the experimental interdigitated
electrodes was solved numerically using a truncated Fourier
series. The linear analysis shows qualitative accordance with
the observations at low voltages. At applied voltage ampli-
tudes greater than 2 V and at frequency of 1 kHz, the fluid
flow changed direction. By increasing the voltage, this rever-
sal flow can easily be ten times faster than the one at low
voltages. More experimental and theoretical research is
needed to clarify the origin of this kind of flow. The possi-
bility of switching the fluid flow direction with increasing
voltage may be of interest in the lab-on-a-chip technology.25

We have analyzed a problem withL!h!w, whereh is
the height of the upper wall andw the depth of the array. In
this situation, since the electroosmotic slip velocity isU, the
maximum flow rate that can be generated by the array of
electrodes isF=Uhw/2, taking into account that the upper
wall boundary condition is of nonslip. The pressure drop that
can be generated in a unit wavelength is given bypb

=12hLF /wh3=6hUL /h2. For the experimental array and a
slip velocity of 50mm/s, this givespb,10−3 Pa per wave-
length. In order to increase the pressure drop, the number of
cells should be increased but even to generate 1 Pa would

require a pump with 1000 unit cells; 160 mm for this design
of pump. Clearly, the height of a device and the wavelength
could be reduced in order to increase the pressure drop.
However, these kinds of pumps have many potential appli-
cations for manipulating particles and fluids in closed mi-
crodevices, which do not require high pressure.33
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